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TABLETOP

This tabletop condiment and sugar holder is made of stainless steel. 

Order Holder. This stainless steel holder has ball bearings trapped in its upper  

section to retain orders and notes in the blink of an eye.

art. Width Length Ht. Lbs

66374-00 2⅜” 5⅛” 1½” 1.1

Sugar & Condiment Holder, Stainless Steel

art. Length Lbs

42509-25 10”  0.7

42509-50 19⅝”  1.1

Ticket Holder, Stainless Steel

art. Width Length Ht. Lbs

42504-09 2⅛” 3⅝” 4” 0.2

Check Spindle with Wood Base, Single

art. Width Length Ht. Lbs

42504-20 2⅛” 7⅞” 4” 0.4

Check Spindle with Wood Base, Triple

Authentic Turkish coffee is traditionally prepared by slowly simmering powder-like 

coffee grounds in a single-handle pot called an ibrik or cezve. This contemporary 

version of the pot is made of 18/10 stainless steel with a tri-ply base. It features 

two spouts for mess-free pouring and an ergonomic Bakelite handle. Can be 

used on gas, electric, ceramic and induction cooktops. Dishwasher-safe.

art. Dia Ht. Oz Lbs

A4164150 3⅝” 3⅞” 16.9 0.6

A4164175 4” 4⅜” 25.4 0.7

A4164110 4⅜” 4½” 33.8 0.8

Turkish Coffee Pot

N

Tamping is one of the most important steps to creating the perfect cup of 

espresso, as tightly pressed grounds force water to push through, extracting 

every bit of flavor. This stainless steel tamper is the perfect tool for the job! It is 

made from a single piece of heavy-duty metal, features a comfortable handle, 

and provides consistent tamps. Mirror finish. Dishwasher-safe.

art. Dia Ht. Lbs

A4244053 2” 2⅞” 0.5

A4244057 2¼” 3¼” 0.9

Espresso Tamper, Stainless Steel

N

art. Dia Ht. Oz Lbs

A4164910 4¾” 8⅛” 33.8 1.50

A41649FO 5” 3⅝”  0.13 Stainless Steel Filter

Coffee Pour Over

N

Although the process of brewing coffee using a pour over method requires some 

time and patience, the end-result is a cup full of delicate and nuanced flavors not 

found with standard machine brewers. This pour over system includes a handled 

pitcher made of borosilicate glass for durability, and a stainless steel double filter 

with a fine-mesh interior and a finely-perforated exterior basket. Combined, these 

two elements in the filter eliminate the need for the paper liners that absorb 

the essential oils from grounds and rob coffee of its flavors. Both pieces are 

dishwasher-safe.


